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Finally, I reached Onmyoji, so guess I have enough aptitude to make the class list myself. This is the most common selection with the most success. Level S is a shikis selected in almost every race and has the highest success level is good shikis, but not as dominant or selected as the Level S class as the situation picks, or the only good ones if the masteredShikis are not registered, it is
good to see, but very few players in my experience climbing to OnmyojiTop:S: Kuro MujouA: Arakawa, Aobosu, Hunjido, Kuro, Yotohime, Yuki, Pye, Idomeni, Aobhi, Aobhi, Ainrich, 2010, 2015, 2015, 19, 2015 19, 2015 19: 1999, 2015, 2015, 2015, 2015, 2015, 2015 March 2018. Shiro, Shiromuju, Himanbana, Tamamomonaab: Kiyohime, Suzubi, Imoto, Ittan Momen, Aandonbot:S: Jikikaerua:
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Ittan Momen, Yasha, Ubume Yamakaze, Onigiriya: Isumade, Sechomaru, Manedake .B: Yumekui, Yotohime, Shinona, Kamai-shi, Puppet Face 2 Comments
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